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Executive Summary

1. In the last several weeks, the world has finally taken notice of the urgent crisis in Venezuela. On January 10, 2019, Nicolás Maduro appeared to have been sworn in to a second six-year term of office as President of Venezuela, but he had been elected in a poll that was widely and accurately criticized as neither free nor fair. On January 15, Venezuela’s National Assembly adopted a Declaration that carefully and specifically explained precisely why, in full accordance with Venezuela’s Constitution and its laws, Maduro was no longer President. The historic clash in Venezuela emanates not from foreign intervention but from the courage and resilience of the Venezuelan people. After suffering for years under an authoritarian Government, living in a man-made humanitarian disaster, and sacrificing their lives to rescue their democracy, they are on the cusp of breaking free from the chains of dictatorship. In fact, as described in detail in this Legal Opinion, the National Assembly had the unequivocal and exclusive legal authority to declare that Maduro had abandoned his position by circumventing the requirement that he be democratically elected. In so doing, and until a new election is held, the Constitution explicitly says the President of the National Assembly “shall take charge of the Presidency of the Republic.” It was on this basis that on January 23, Juan Guaidó was sworn in as interim President of Venezuela among hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans, who had taken to the streets to protest Maduro’s rule.

2. Since then, 21 countries and counting – including Albania, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, Georgia, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Kosovo, Morocco, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the United Kingdom, and the United States, as well as the European Parliament – have both recognized Guaidó as interim President and his Government as the exclusive sovereign power of Venezuela. It is inevitable many more will follow.

3. An important next step for the world to empower the new Government with the authority and resources that it requires to address the enormous challenges facing Venezuela is for a group of Member States of the United Nations to prevail in a credentials challenge to the delegation of
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Nicolás Maduro, which continues to represent Venezuela before the UN General Assembly and other UN organs and agencies. A “delegation,” according to the United Nations, “consists of up to five representatives, five alternate representatives, and as many advisers and experts as required.” The replacement of the Maduro delegation could occur in two ways. First, the group could present the credentials challenge to the nine-member UN Credentials Committee, which currently includes Antigua and Barbuda, Chile, China, Finland, Ghana, Palau, the Russian Federation, Sierra Leone, and the United States. If a majority of the Credentials Committee voted to revoke the credentials of Maduro’s delegation and to replace them with those of Guaidó’s delegation, then the case would be brought before the General Assembly. A simple majority vote would be required there to affirm the Credential Committee’s recommendation. Neither vote is subject to a veto by the five permanent members of the UN Security Council. This approach would be following the usual order for the consideration of credentials. Second, it would also be possible for the group of Member States to bypass the Credentials Committee entirely and to have the question considered as a separate agenda item of the General Assembly, where it would also require a majority vote. While either option is legally available according a longstanding opinion of the UN Legal Counsel, securing a majority vote in the Credentials Committee first could strengthen the legitimacy of the final outcome, but to be clear it is not required for the Member States to take the challenge to the Credentials Committee. Of course, it would not be advisable to make a credentials challenge through either path unless Member States were confident they would prevail in the required votes.

4. There would be at least three immediate benefits for the new Government of Venezuela if the credentials challenge succeeded. First, the United Nations is the only multilateral institution with the legitimacy conferred by having universal membership of all the countries in the world. As such, speaking as a government’s authorized representative at the United Nations bestows a unique platform that can persuade other states to take action. It would be both a symbolic and highly substantive step towards the restoration of democracy in Venezuela for the new Government to be recognized by the United Nations as the exclusive sovereign power in the country. Such a decision would also undoubtedly have enormous impact on the National Armed Forces, which are, for the moment, keeping Maduro in power. Second, the new Government could immediately make formal representations to the Secretary-General, other organs of the United Nations, and the UN humanitarian agencies. This would enable the Government to rapidly work to secure assistance to address the humanitarian emergency, to ask for support in raising funds through a multilateral fund, and to authorize access for UN agencies to address the needs of the Venezuelan people on the ground. And finally, with the new Government’s recognition by the United Nations, global banks would cut off Maduro’s access to the Government’s assets and income streams and place them under the exclusive control of the new Government.

5. Importantly, an examination of the precedents of the practice of the Credentials Committee, described in detail in the Appendix, demonstrates that if this credentials challenge were to be decided on the merits alone, the credentials of the Maduro delegation would be revoked and the delegation of the new Government would be recognized. In short, the Credentials Committee has been willing to approve the credentials of democratically-elected
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governments and groups in restored democracies even in circumstances where they did not have effective control of the territory of the country concerned. It is true that the overwhelming majority of credentials requested by Member States are accepted by the Credentials Committee and the General Assembly without question. But where a situation arises from internal or external repression – especially with stolen elections or a refusal to accept the outcome of a freely-conducted election – the Credentials Committee may consider other factors such as the legitimacy of the entity requesting the credentials, the means by which it achieved and retains power, and its human rights record. Beyond that precedent, in this case there is the added and undeniable legal authority in the Constitution for the replacement of Maduro by the declaration of the National Assembly.

6. Of course, it is inevitable that a credentials challenge regarding Venezuela will not be decided exclusively on the merits. But for those Member States from outside the region that might be inclined to reject the challenge, they will need to reflect carefully on the precedent they could create if they decline to defer to the very strong will of the region when making this decision. They must consider that the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Lima Group both strongly rejected Maduro’s re-election as neither free nor fair. And they should observe that a large group of influential countries in the region have already individually recognized the new Government, including Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, and the United States. For Member States from outside the region that will nonetheless still consider rejecting the challenge, they should consider their reaction if the above Member States sought to tell them from a distance which Government in a country in their own region was the proper representative of the people.

7. In short, while it will undoubtedly take intense effort, there is strong precedent and legal justification for a group of Member States to challenge the credentials of Maduro’s delegation to the United Nations and to prevail. And succeeding in this effort could not be more urgent both as a humanitarian imperative and to restore democracy in Venezuela through a new set of free and fair presidential elections.

A. Introduction

8. The international community consistently avoids, where possible, rendering judgments regarding the legitimacy of the governments of Member States of the United Nations. As a general matter, the legal capacity of a government to assert rights, incur obligations, or authorize acts on behalf of a State is not subject to any systematic process of assessment on democratic grounds. For this and other reasons most governments avoid formal recognition of new governments where successors are naturally occurring. International organizations, however, cannot avoid determining who they will accept as entitled to act on behalf of a Member State, and in certain cases they have taken positions on the legitimacy of governments, especially where they have stolen elections or refused to give up power after being replaced through constitutional and legal means.

9. There are two dimensions to State participation in the General Assembly: Membership and Representation. Membership of the United Nations is governed by Articles 4 to 6 of the UN
Charter. In short, a State is admitted to membership after being approved by the General Assembly, upon the recommendation of the Security Council. And a State that has persistently violated the principles of the UN Charter can be expelled in the same way. Representation refers to the presence in the General Assembly of a delegation representing the Member State, and is addressed in Rules 27-29 of the General Assembly’s Rules of Procedure. It is representation that is at issue in a credentials challenge.

10. No specific criteria have been authoritatively articulated to govern the General Assembly’s credentials decisions. Resolution 396(V) of December 14, 1950, entitled “Recognition by the United Nations of the Representation of a Member State,” provides in paragraph 1 that:

[W]hen ever more than one authority claims to be the government entitled to represent a Member State in the United Nations, the question should be considered in the light of the Purposes and Principles of the Charter and the circumstances of each case.

11. The next to last draft of Resolution 396(V) had included a supplemental recommendation, which said:

The following should be among the factors to be taken into consideration in determining any such question:

(i) The extent to which the new authority exercises effective control over the territory of the Member State concerned and is generally accepted by the population;
(ii) The willingness of that authority to accept responsibility for the carrying out by the Member State of its obligations under the Charter;
(iii) The extent to which that authority has been established through internal processes in the Member State.

But this further explanation was ultimately not accepted by the Ad Hoc Political Committee.

B. The Case of Venezuela

(a) The Internal Situation

12. After winning its independence from Spain in 1821, Venezuela was ruled by a series of military leaders. Democracy was established permanently in the country in 1958, when dictator Marcos Pérez Jiménez was displaced in a coup and Rómulo Betancourt of the Democratic Action
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party became president. In subsequent decades, Venezuela, with the largest amount of proven oil reserves in the worlds, benefitted from booming oil prices and high levels of economic growth. But in the 1980s, oil prices plummeted and Venezuela experienced a severe economic recession and debt crisis. Then President Carlos Andrés Pérez, also of the Democratic Action Party, was forced to take austerity measures and seek loans from the International Monetary Fund, sparking widespread riots and martial law.\(^7\) It was in this context of political unrest that then Colonel Hugo Chávez, a left-wing activist, and his supporters launched an unsuccessful military coup in 1992. After serving a two-year period in jail, he was pardoned and eventually elected president by a wide margin in December 1998.

13. Democracy in Venezuela suffered under Chávez, who served as President of Venezuela from 1999 until his death in 2013.\(^8\) Following Chavismo, a left-wing political ideology,\(^9\) Chávez enacted a series of social and economic measures – termed the Bolivarian Revolution – aimed at improving quality of life for Venezuelans.\(^10\) Unfortunately, despite Chávez’s lofty ambitions, his presidency saw a dramatic concentration of power,\(^11\) erosion of democracy and the rule of law, and disregard for human rights protections.\(^12\) His Government carried out a political takeover of Venezuela’s Supreme Court, dramatically expanded the Government’s ability to control the content of the country’s broadcast and news media, and sought to block international organizations from monitoring the country’s human rights practices.\(^13\) During Chávez’s presidency, thousands of opposition leaders and government critics were subjected to political persecution, ranging from loss of government jobs to criminal prosecution in the country’s courts,\(^14\) where they had little chance of a fair trial.\(^15\) Chávez’s economic model also proved unsustainable. Government price controls put in place by Chávez in 2002, which initially aimed to reduce the prices of basic goods, caused inflation and widespread shortages.\(^16\) Additionally, the murder rate under Chávez’s administration quadrupled, making Venezuela one of the most violent countries in the world.\(^17\)

14. Nicolás Maduro, who was elected Chávez’s successor after narrowly defeating his opponent Henrique Capriles in 2013, continued the intimidation, censorship, and persecution of critics that began under Chávez.\(^18\) Notably, in September 2013, Maduro’s decision to withdraw from the American Convention on Human Rights took effect, leaving Venezuelans without access to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, an international tribunal that had protected their rights for decades in a wide array of cases.\(^19\) In addition, many of the economic and social challenges faced by Chávez, including violence, inflation, and shortages of goods, intensified
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during Maduro’s rule. Taken together, these factors contributed to widespread discontent and dissatisfaction with the Government among the Venezuelan population.  

15. As a result of the high levels of violence, corruption, inflation, and scarcity of basic goods in the country, a number of prominent opposition leaders, including Leopoldo López, Maria Corina Machado, and Antonio Ledezma, presented a political platform labeled La Salida (the Exit) in January 2014. This platform proposed several democratic and constitutional means for solving the political and economic crisis, including a call for the resignation of then President Maduro, a recall referendum under Article 72 of the Venezuela’s Constitution, a Constituent Assembly, and as a last resort, constitutional amendments. The leaders also urged Venezuelans to engage in non-violent protests against the Government.

16. Widespread discontent with Maduro’s Government led to a series of anti-government protests and political demonstrations in Venezuela beginning in February 2014. Led by opposition leaders, protestors converged in cities across Venezuela to protest the deteriorating economy and security levels. Though demonstrations were initially peaceful, some turned violent after armed pro-government gangs (colectivos) and government security forces got involved. In the weeks that followed, the Government responded to these protests with a wave of repression, resulting in over 40 deaths and more than 3,000 arrests. It falsely blamed opposition leaders for inciting the protestors to violence, including through “subliminal messages,” and imprisoned several leading politicians, including Leopoldo López.

17. Amidst a worsening economic crisis and brutal government repression, Venezuelans voted overwhelmingly for the opposition during the country’s parliamentary elections on December 6, 2015. In elections that were universally regarded as free and fair, the opposition coalition won a supermajority of 112 seats to Maduro’s socialist party and its allies’ 55 seats. In the months preceding the elections, Maduro had attempted to hamper the opposition’s mobilization efforts by using public resources to fund the campaigns of pro-government candidates, clamping down on independent media, disqualifying countless opposition candidates from running for office, and refusing to allow credible independent election observers in to the country. After the elections, the lame-duck National Assembly – still controlled by Maduro’s party – stacked the Supreme Court of Venezuela with pro-government appointees to ensure his control over the judiciary.

21 Id.
18. In early 2016, the Maduro-controlled Supreme Court alleged voting irregularities in the elections of four National Assembly members and arbitrarily stripped them of their seats, thereby preventing the opposition from retaining its supermajority in the National Assembly, which would have given it greater authority to challenge Maduro. The National Assembly nevertheless swore in the members who had been stripped of their seats, leading the Supreme Court to rule that the legislature was in contempt of court and in violation of the constitutional order.

19. Through 2016, Maduro relied on the Supreme Court to obstruct the National Assembly and grant him greater executive powers. On January 15, 2016, Maduro declared an economic state of emergency that purportedly allowed him to rule by decree and thereby bypass the National Assembly. After the National Assembly rejected this move, Maduro appealed to the Supreme Court, which ruled in his favor. On April 11, 2016, the Supreme Court also unanimously repealed a law passed by the National Assembly, which would have provided amnesty to political prisoners.

20. In April 2016, frustrated by Maduro’s obstruction of the National Assembly, and after Maduro ignored its call for his resignation, the political opposition initiated the process for a constitutionally-provided presidential recall referendum. Under the Constitution, the referendum required three stages of petition signings from the electorate which, once validated by the National Electoral Council (CNE), would lead to either new elections, if the process were completed before the halfway mark of the president’s term, or to the Vice President assuming power otherwise. Unfortunately, Maduro and the pro-government CNE thwarted the referendum process through undemocratic means. Though the opposition submitted the first round of signatures to the CNE on May 2, 2016, it approved them only after a three-month delay. The CNE then prolonged the scheduling of the second stage of the referendum process, leading to strong international criticism, including a joint statement issued by OAS 15 countries condemning the delay. The Venezuelan people also protested the CNE’s inaction by taking to the streets in September 2016. On September 21, 2016, the CNE announced a timeline in which the referendum would take place after January 10, 2017 – the halfway mark of Maduro’s term – eliminating the possibility that Maduro’s party’s would be removed from power. The opposition rejected the CNE’s unreasonably delayed timeline and attempted to schedule the second stage of the recall referendum for October 26-28, 2016. On October 20, 2016, the Supreme Court responded by invalidating the original signatures delivered on May 2, 2016, thus
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upending the entire recall referendum process. With limited options for constitutional recourse for a change in government, the Venezuelan opposition started to plan peaceful protests again.

21. On March 29, 2017, the Supreme Court issued two unconstitutional rulings that purported to strip the opposition-led National Assembly of legislative powers, assume these powers for itself, and call into question the Assembly members’ parliamentary immunity. The Court justified its actions by citing to its previous rulings holding the National Assembly in contempt for swearing in the Assembly members who had been stripped of their seats. The Court claimed that it would exercise all parliamentary powers itself as long as the National Assembly was held in contempt. Its ruling further claimed to authorize Maduro to suspend elections, imprison Assembly members, withdraw Venezuela from the OAS, and enter into economic joint ventures without prior National Assembly approval, even though that approval was explicitly required in the Constitution.

22. Responding to the Supreme Court’s action, opposition leaders called for renewed street protests to express disapproval with Maduro’s “self-inflicted coup d’état.” The Supreme Court’s decision was also condemned internationally, with the OAS Secretary General claiming the Government had dealt the “final blows to democracy in the country,” and calling immediately for an urgent OAS meeting to discuss Venezuela’s violation of the organization’s “Democratic Charter.” Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico also expressed disapproval, while Peru withdrew its envoy to Venezuela. Following this intense domestic and international pressure, the Supreme Court annulls its decision officially on April 1, 2017 and reinstated the National Assembly’s parliamentary powers and immunity, though Maduro retained many of his new powers.

23. The national outrage resulting from the Supreme Court’s attempts to assume the powers of the National Assembly sparked a deadly wave of unrest in Venezuela. From April to August 2017, hundreds of thousands of protestors took to the streets to peacefully protest the Supreme Court’s overreach. Even after the Supreme Court’s reversal, protests continued, as the populace demanded early general elections, the immediate release of political prisoners, the establishment of a UN humanitarian relief channel in Venezuela, respect for the National Assembly, and the
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appointment of unbiased and independent Supreme Court justices and CNE members. Opposition demonstrators regularly clashed with National Guard soldiers, police officers, and pro-government supporters who regularly robbed and beat peaceful protestors and deployed tear gas, gunfire, and military tanks against them. As of August 2017, 162 Venezuelans had been killed, more than 150,000 had been injured, and over 5,000 had been detained by government forces. Additionally, since the start of the protests, the number of political prisoners increased from 82 to a high of over 600.

24. On May 1, 2017, Maduro responded to these waves of protests by calling for the establishment of a Constituent Assembly that would have unchecked power to formulate a new Constitution. This was needed, according to Maduro, to “restore peace” in the country. Opposition leaders recognized this move as a strategy to delay elections indefinitely and sideline the National Assembly. Furthermore, the Constitution required Maduro to hold a national referendum to authorize the election of a Constituent Assembly, but he simply bypassed this requirement in a move to expedite efforts to solidify his own power under a new Constitution. Maduro’s move to convene an illegal Constituent Assembly provoked rare criticism from his Attorney General Luisa Ortega, who broke with the Government and filed an unsuccessful challenge to its establishment with the Supreme Court, which was rejected. Numerous parties then boycotted the Constituent Assembly elections, criticizing it as an effort to further curtail democracy and restructure the constitutional order against the will of the people.

25. To demonstrate Venezuelans’ opposition to the Constituent Assembly, the opposition organized a plebiscite vote on July 16, 2017, in which over seven million Venezuelans voted against its establishment. Despite this outcome, Maduro still held the unconstitutional election for members of the Constituent Assembly on July 30, 2017, which was condemned as neither free nor fair. Days later, the new government-controlled Constituent National Assembly dismissed Attorney General Ortega and replaced her with a Government loyalist. And on
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August 18, 2017, the Constituent National Assembly voted to assume the powers of the National Assembly, thus putting all branches of Government under Maduro’s direct control.60

26. After establishing the Constituent National Assembly, Maduro moved to consolidate his power further through electoral fraud. In October 2017, the Government held regional elections to elect state governors after illegally delaying them for months. The Constitution required these elections to be held before January 2017, but the Government waited for a more favorable political climate to convene them.61 These elections were also marred by numerous irregularities, including the relocation of hundreds of polling centers in areas historically favorable to the opposition; harassment and intimidation of voters to pressure them to vote for government candidates; and abuse of CNE-controlled channels of communication to promote government candidates.65 Despite pre-election polling projecting an overwhelming win for the opposition, the Government won 18 of 23 governorships.66 The Government then forced the five opposition candidates who had won governorships to be sworn in by the illegal Constituent National Assembly and announced a “redo” election in the state of Zulia when its newly-elected opposition governor refused to do so.67

27. In the aftermath of the electoral fraud perpetrated by the Government, several major opposition parties boycotted municipal elections held in December 2017 because the Government again failed to ensure fair and transparent elections.68 On December 20, 2017, the Constituent National Assembly barred opposition parties that had boycotted the municipal elections from participating in future elections, including the presidential elections, which were constitutionally required to be held in 2018.69

28. Eager to take advantage of the Government’s recent – but fraudulent – electoral victories, the Constituent National Assembly then moved to consolidate the power of Maduro’s party by accelerating the schedule for the presidential elections. Though normally held in the end of the year, the Constituent National Assembly announced on January 23, 2018, that the presidential elections would be held before the end of April.70 The CNE finally scheduled them for May 20, 2018. The opposition condemned the Maduro government’s call for early elections, citing a lack
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of electoral guarantees, including an independent CNE and credible international observers. Additionally, the Government had jailed, forced into exile, or barred most popular opposition candidates from running for office. Consequently, the main coalition of Venezuela’s opposition parties announced it would boycott the presidential elections, calling them “an electoral fraud.”

29. Despite widespread international pressure and condemnation, Venezuela insisted the elections were legitimate and proceeded with them as planned. On May 20, 2018, Maduro was “re-elected” for another six-year term with two-thirds of the vote. The opposition, the National Assembly, and much of the international community rejected the results of the elections and called for new and fair elections.

30. Maduro’s fraudulent re-election occurred at the height of a humanitarian emergency in Venezuela, leading to historically low Government approval ratings. By the beginning of 2019, Venezuela’s economic crisis had taken a turn for the worse and created the worst humanitarian crisis in the Western Hemisphere. The Venezuelan economy has shrunk by 35% since 2013. The country’s inflation rate topped one million percent in 2018 and is expected to reach ten million percent in 2019. In addition, 90% of Venezuelans now live below the poverty line. This desperate economic situation has resulted in countrywide shortages of basic supplies, including medicine, rice, sugar, and cooking oil. An August 2016 survey revealed that 76% of hospitals had a severe shortage of basic medicines, a 9% increase since 2015 and a 21% increase since 2014. Along with decreased access to medicine and effective healthcare, data from 2016 showed that infant mortality increased by 45% since 2013 and maternal mortality increased by 79% since 2009. A study by the Government from 2017 showed that infant mortality and maternal mortality rates had risen 30% and 65%, respectively. Preventable diseases such as malaria are also on the rise and patients with HIV and cancer are going without treatment. Moreover, malnutrition is rampant – data from 2015 indicated that 87% of survey respondents had difficulty buying food and a quarter of Venezuelans were eating two meals or fewer per day. Additionally, the average Venezuelan lost 24 pounds in 2017. The high levels of
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destitution and disease have forced millions of Venezuelans to flee their country. In November 2018, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees announced that three million refugees and migrants had fled Venezuela since the start of the crisis. 86

31. Despite the ongoing humanitarian disaster in Venezuela, Maduro has continued to deny the existence of a crisis and refuses humanitarian aid from the international community. 87 His inaction in the face of such widespread suffering has garnered heavy criticism from the international community, 88 which has accused Maduro of using humanitarian aid as a weapon for “social control” and of stealing humanitarian funds for the benefit of the members of his Government in the limited instances when he has allowed aid to enter the country.

32. Throughout 2018, Maduro ignored calls from the opposition and international community to schedule new and fair presidential elections.

(b) Venezuela in International Fora

33. The Government has ignored repeated condemnations from the United Nations, the OAS, and other bodies. It retains power not through consent of the people but through well-documented and systematic suppression of political opposition and other human rights violations.

34. The Security Council has expressed increasing concern over the situation in Venezuela. Most recently, it voted to place the situation in Venezuela on its permanent agenda in an emergency session held on January 26, 2019, following widespread protests and heightened political tensions in Venezuela since Juan Guaidó assumed power as interim President. 89 During the session, the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Peacebuilding Affairs lamented that “the protracted conflict in [Venezuela] has had a grave impact on the population, with high levels of political polarization, growing humanitarian needs and serious human rights concerns.” Previously, Security Council members have also held several Arria formula briefings to discuss Government corruption and repression in Venezuela. 90

35. The Organization of American States has also expressed strong support for Guaidó and condemned Maduro’s illegitimate election. Most recently, OAS Secretary General Luis Almagro congratulated Guaidó on assuming the interim presidency of Venezuela, saying: “He
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has all of our recognition to achieve the return of democracy to [his] country."91 Previously, on January 10, 2019, the OAS Permanent Council adopted a resolution 19-6-8 in which it agreed to “not recognize the legitimacy of Nicolás Maduro’s new term.”92 And on June 5, 2018, following Maduro’s fraudulent re-election, the OAS adopted a resolution declaring that the presidential elections lacked legitimacy and urging the Government to allow international humanitarian aid to enter the country.93

36. The situation in Venezuela has been the subject of concern for the UN Human Rights Council. This led it to adopt a landmark resolution on Venezuela on September 27, 2018.94 With a vote of 23-7-17, the Human Rights Council called on the Venezuelan government to accept humanitarian aid in order to address the “scarcity of food and medicine, the rise of malnutrition, [and] the outbreak of diseases that had been previously eradicated or kept under control in South America.”95 It also requested the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights “prepare a comprehensive report on the human rights situation in Venezuela and to present it to the Human Rights Council at its forty-first section . . . and to present an oral update on the human rights situation to the Council at its fortieth and forty-second sessions.”96

37. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights has documented and condemned the Government’s repression and human rights violations. Most recently, on January 25, 2019, High Commissioner Michelle Bachelet “condemned and called for effective investigations into the violence that has led to several deaths and injuries” in the protests since Guaidó become interim President.97 On September 10, 2018, during her opening statement before the Human Rights Council, High Commissioner Bachelet lamented that the Government “ha[d] not shown openness for genuine accountability measures regarding issues documented by the Office during the 2017 mass protests.”98

38. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has monitored the worsening refugee crisis in Venezuela. In December 2018, it launched a regional refugee and migrant response plan, in coordination with the International Organization for Migration, “to respond to the needs of Venezuelans on the move and secure their social and economic inclusion in the communities receiving them.”99

39. Numerous international bodies have condemned the Maduro government’s repression and joined efforts to investigate its abuses and hold perpetrators to account. On February 8, 2018, the International Criminal Court (ICC) Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, announced that the
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ICC would open a preliminary investigation into whether the Maduro government has committed crimes against humanity in Venezuela.\textsuperscript{100} The investigation is focused on crimes committed by the Government from April 2017 onwards, particularly the arbitrary detention of opposition members, excessive use of force, and ill-treatment of prisoners.\textsuperscript{101} On May 29, 2018, the OAS published a nearly 400-page report by a panel of independent international experts that found reasonable grounds to believe that Venezuelan government officials are committing crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{102} The report identified 11 high-level government officials, including Maduro, as key perpetrators with command responsibility\textsuperscript{103} and detailed over 12,000 cases of arbitrary detention and imprisonment.\textsuperscript{104} OAS Secretary General Luis Almagro called the crimes against humanity in Venezuela an “affront to the conscience and well-being of humankind,” and announced that the OAS report would be sent to the ICC to support a full investigation into crimes against humanity in the country.\textsuperscript{105} Similarly, on June 22, 2018, the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights released a 54-page report condemning human rights abuses by the Venezuelan government.\textsuperscript{106} The report was based on interviews with about 150 witnesses and victims and detailed over 500 instances of extrajudicial killings by military officers since July 2015.\textsuperscript{107} The UN also announced that the report would be sent to the ICC to support the investigation into crimes against humanity in Venezuela.\textsuperscript{108}

40. As Venezuela’s humanitarian, economic, and political crisis has worsened over the years, numerous leaders of these organizations have expressed serious concerns about the deteriorating situation in the country. On August 1, 2017, at the height of a wave of protests and arbitrary arrests in Venezuela, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein urged the Government “to immediately release all those being held for exercising their rights to freedom of peaceful assembly, association and expression.”\textsuperscript{109} In August 2016, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said Venezuela was facing a “humanitarian crisis” and spoke out against the human rights abuses, shortages of food and other necessities, and Government-sponsored censorship of the opposition through intimidation and violence.\textsuperscript{110} Secretary General Luis Almagro has spoken out frequently against the Government, calling for it to “respect the voice of the people” after the Supreme Court stripped the National Assembly of its power\textsuperscript{111} and pushing
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the OAS to suspend Venezuela from the organization due to “grave alterations of democratic order” in 2016.\textsuperscript{112}

C. Venezuela Legal Analysis

41. To understand the applicability of the domestic legal framework that provided authority for the National Assembly to declare Maduro as having abandoned his position by circumventing the requirement he be democratically elected, it is important to examine in more detail both how the 2018 presidential elections were conducted and the response of the international community.

42. As the 2018 presidential elections approached, it was clear they would be neither free nor fair. The illegitimate Constituent National Assembly, which was not properly constituted by a referendum of the people, lacked the competency to order elections; the electoral schedule was manipulated; the opposition political parties’ participation was unconstitutionally banned or seriously interfered with; key opposition figures such as Leopoldo López were imprisoned and arbitrarily disqualified from running for president; and there was a lack of time for standard electoral functions. After multiple postponements, the elections were scheduled for May 20, 2018.\textsuperscript{113}

43. On February 21, 2018, the opposition coalition confirmed it would not participate in the elections as they would “not comply with democratic conditions or guarantees.”\textsuperscript{114} On February 23, 2018, at a special session supported by Secretary General Luis Almagro, the Permanent Council of the Organization of American States adopted a resolution\textsuperscript{115} urging the Government of Venezuela to reconsider its announcement of presidential elections. Later, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights concluded the CNE was biased and that the election would not meet “the minimal conditions needed for the realization of free, fair, and reliable elections in Venezuela.”\textsuperscript{116} On March 23, 2018, the United Nations announced it would not offer electoral assistance for the election.\textsuperscript{117} UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Ra’ad Al Hussein noted serious concerns about the election’s potential fairness, stating “this context does not in any way fulfill minimal conditions for free and credible elections.”\textsuperscript{118} In addition, the Lima Group\textsuperscript{119} concluded it would not recognize the results of the presidential elections due to their lack of transparency.\textsuperscript{120} And the European Union, through the European Parliament on a vote of 480-51-70, called for sanctions against Maduro because of his role in the “agravation of the
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On May 3, 2018, it later called for an immediate suspension of the May 20th election until “free and fair elections are held on a schedule agreed upon with the participation of all relevant actors and parties.”

44. On May 20, 2018, Venezuelans went to the polls. Voter turnout was reported to have been at a record low, with only 46.02% of eligible voters participating, compared to almost 80% in the 2013 elections. Maduro was declared the victor, with 67.84% of the vote; his closest opponent had 20.93%. On May 24, 2018, Maduro took the oath of office in front of his illegitimate Constituent Assembly. Even setting aside the fact that the presidential election was neither free or fair, this action was also in clear violation of Venezuela’s Constitution, which under Article 231 says:

The candidate elected shall take office as President of the Republic on January 10 of the first year of his constitutional term, by taking an oath before the National Assembly.

This bizarre action by Maduro left many in the international community very confused as even if he had been legitimately elected, his next six-year term was not supposed to begin until January 10, 2019.

45. There was widespread condemnation of Maduro’s election, with numerous domestic and international institutions and governments refusing to recognize the results. On May 21, 2018, the National Assembly approved a resolution that rejected the election results and declared Maduro a usurper. On May 28, 2018, the Council of the European Union refused to recognize the election results and called for new democratic elections. The leaders of the G7 group – Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States – joined the European Union in rejecting the elections and denounced that they did not “comply with international standards” and did not grant “basic guarantees.” On June 5, 2018, the OAS adopted a resolution on a vote of 19-4-11 to take the first step to suspend Venezuela from the organization. The Lima Group announced it would not recognize the results. And it later issued a statement urging Maduro not to take the oath of office and to instead cede power to the
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National Assembly. More than 50 countries around the world ultimately decided not to recognize the election results.

46. On January 10, 2019, Nicolás Maduro purported to take the oath of office before the Supreme Court of Venezuela.

47. Article 187 of Venezuela’s Constitution describes the function of the National Assembly, which include:

1. To legislate in matters of national competence and as to the functioning of the various branches of National Power . . .

3. To exercise control functions over the government and the National Public Administrative, on the terms established in this Constitution and by law . . . [and]

24. Any others indicated in this Constitution or by law.

48. By its plain language, the Constitution provides the National Assembly with the means to secure a legal exit from the current crisis. Article 233 of the Constitution says in pertinent part:

The President of the Republic shall become permanently unavailable to serve by reason of any of the following events: death; resignation. . . abandonment of his position, duly declared by the National Assembly; and recall by popular vote.

When an elected President becomes permanently unavailable to serve prior to his inauguration, a new election by universal suffrage and direct ballot shall be held within 30 consecutive days. Pending election and inauguration of the new President, the President of the National Assembly shall take charge of the Presidency of the Republic. . .

Over the last several years, Maduro has tightened his grip on power by flouting numerous provisions of the Constitution, especially those requiring his Government to adhere to human rights norms and standards under both Venezuelan and international law. And he has abandoned the requirement that he be elected in a free, fair, and democratic manner. In response, the National Assembly has adopted resolutions with majority votes stating that his unconstitutional actions constituted his abandoning his position and his duties as President, which require him to uphold the Constitution, including on January 9, 2017, August 8, 2018, and November 13, 2018.
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49. The Constitution emphasizes in Article 5 that:

Sovereignty resides untransferable in the people, who exercise it directly in the manner provided for in this Constitution and in the law, and indirectly, by suffrage, through the organs exercising Public Power. The organs of the State emanate from and are subject to the sovereignty of the people.\(^{138}\)

50. And in Article 7, the Constitution emphasizes:

The Constitution is the supreme law and foundation of the legal order. All persons and organs exercising Public Power are subject to this Constitution.\(^{139}\)

51. Furthermore, under Article 138, one of general provisions of the Constitution: “A usurped authority is of no effect, and its acts are null and void.”\(^{140}\) This provision reaffirms that acts undertaken by Maduro purportedly as President, but after he was declared to have abandoned his position, are null and void.

52. There are also two other relevant provisions in the Constitution that relate to the duties of citizens to reject unconstitutional and illegitimate governments. In Article 333, it states:

This Constitution shall not cease to be in effect if it ceases to be observed due to acts of force or because or repeal in any manner other than as provided for herein. In such eventuality, every citizen, whether or not vested with official authority, has a duty to assist in bringing it back into actual effect.\(^{141}\)

And in Article 350 of the Constitution, it states:

The people of Venezuela, true to their republican tradition and their struggle for independence, peace and freedom, shall disown any regime, legislation or authority that violates democratic values, principles and guarantees or encroaches upon human rights.\(^{142}\)

53. In accordance with these provisions, on January 15, 2019, the National Assembly adopted The Declaration of Usurpation of the Presidency of the Republic by Nicolas Maduro Moros and the Restoration of the Validity of the Constitution. In this Declaration, the National
Assembly carefully and specifically explains precisely why Maduro is no longer President and why the President of the National Assembly, Juan Guaidó, has assumed office as interim President, until there are free and fair elections for a new democratically-elected President in Venezuela.

54. In the preamble to this Declaration, the National Assembly explains that given this precise situation was not envisioned by the Constitution, that “as the only legitimate authority of the State and representative of the Venezuelan people, [it] must adopt decisions to proceed to re-establish the constitutional order, with foundation in Articles 5, 187, 233, 333, and 350 of the Constitution.” It added that the usurpation of the powers of the Presidency has emanated from Maduro’s failure to abide by the Constitution, and especially from his installing a “fraudulent national constituent assembly.” And it explained that under Article 333 that all citizens and those serving the state have a duty to help re-establish the validity of the Constitution and that Article 350 recognizes a right to civil disobedience. On this basis, the National Assembly explains that the National Armed Forces are allowed to disobey Maduro’s orders and obey the orders of the National Assembly “all for the purpose of restoring the effective validity of the Constitution.”

In addition, it noted that Maduro’s actions have aggravated the effects of a complex humanitarian emergency because it has been “unable to attend to the security and prosperity of Venezuelans, whose life, liberty, property, and security are in danger.”

55. In the Declaration’s operative provisions, the National Assembly took the following actions:

1. It declared that Maduro had usurped the Presidency and therefore all his actions are null and void under Article 138 of the Constitution.

2. It adopted under Article 233 measures to create a transitional government and to say it intended to “proceed to the . . . holding of free and transparent elections . . . in the shortest possible time” in accordance with the Constitution’s requirements.

3. It approved a legislative framework for a political and economic transition to temporarily transfer the powers of the Executive to the Legislative Branch, stating the President of the National Assembly “will be responsible for ensuring compliance with the approved legal regulations until the democratic order and the rule of law in the country are restored.”
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4. It established a legislative framework to enable civil and police officials and the National Armed Forces to obey the decisions of the National Assembly.\textsuperscript{150}

5. It authorized the taking of measures to protect the assets of Venezuela nationally and internationally, so they can be used to address the complex humanitarian emergency.\textsuperscript{151}

6. It said necessary measures must be taken to ensure Venezuela remains represented with multilateral organizations and ensures their connection with the protection of human rights in Venezuela.\textsuperscript{152}

7. It reported that the diplomatic corps accredited to Venezuela will be notified of this declaration.\textsuperscript{153}

56. On January 23, 2019, grounded in the legal authorization of the National Assembly, Juan Guaidó was sworn into office as the interim President of Venezuela.\textsuperscript{154} He swiftly announced a three-part plan for the restoration of democracy in Venezuela: ending Maduro’s usurpation of power, creating a transitional government, and convening free and fair elections.\textsuperscript{155}

57. Since assuming office, 21 countries – including Albania, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, Georgia, Guatemala, Honduras, Israel, Kosovo, Morocco, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, the United Kingdom, and the United States\textsuperscript{156} – have both recognized Guaidó’s Government as the exclusive sovereign power of Venezuela and withdrawn recognition of Maduro’s Government. The European Parliament also recognized Guaidó’s government by a vote of 439-104-88\textsuperscript{157} and other European nations, including France, Germany, and Spain, are expected to shortly follow suit.\textsuperscript{158}

D. Summary of Credentials Challenge and Relevant Procedures

58. While the process for determining credentials challenges is not governed by clear rules, in cases of sufficient gravity, the UN Credentials Committee has considered criteria other than effective control. In these cases effective control has not been the determinative factor. Rather, the Committee has given weight to other factors, such as the willingness of the relevant entity to meet its international obligations, particularly in the area of human rights, and the extent to
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which it represents the will of the people of the Member State concerned, especially as reflected in free and fair elections.

59. As noted earlier, the new Government of Venezuela has democratic legitimacy. Specifically, the National Assembly was democratically elected in December 2015, with the opposition coalition winning 67% of the 167 seats. Juan Guaidó was himself democratically elected President of the National Assembly. In accordance with the operation of the Constitution, the National Assembly declared Maduro permanently unavailable to serve because he abandoned his position by his actions taken in violation of Venezuela’s Constitution and laws. And, also in accordance with the Constitution, the National Assembly authorized its President to assume the powers of the interim President of Venezuela until free and fair elections are held as soon as possible.

60. Under Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly:

The credentials of representatives and the names of members of a delegation shall be submitted to the Secretary-General if possible not less than one week before the opening of the session. The credentials shall be issued either by the Head of the State or Government or by the Minister for Foreign Affairs.

And under Rule 28:

A Credentials Committee shall be appointed at the beginning of each session. It shall consist of nine members, who shall be appointed by the General Assembly on the proposal of the President. The Committee shall elect its own officers. It shall examine the credentials of representatives and report without delay.

61. In September 2018, the General Assembly appointed nine Member States to serve on the Credentials Committee, including: Antigua and Barbuda, Chile, China, Finland, Ghana, Palau, the Russian Federation, Sierra Leone, and the United States. In accordance with Rules 27-28, the Credentials Committee adopted a report approving the delegations presented by all Member States, including those of Maduro, and issued them their appropriate credentials.

62. The consideration of credentials by the Credentials Committee is normally a formality, as it was last year. To revoke the credentials of a Member State after they were approved, however, requires an affirmative majority vote in the General Assembly itself. There are two ways this can be achieved. According to a 1970 Opinion of the UN Legal Counsel, the substantive issues regarding the status of governments should not generally arise in the credentials process. The only exception was when rival claimants existed and there was some question as to which claimant represented the “true Government.” In this situation, the Opinion stated, it was permissible to consider the question within the context of credentials verification or as a separate
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agenda item in the General Assembly. But Counsel did not address whether one approach was more or less preferred.\footnote{Opinion of UN Legal Counsel, U.N. GAOR, 25th Session, Annexes, Agenda Item 3, U.N. Doc. A/8160 (1970).}

63. Therefore, there are two potential ways forward. First, a group of Member States could present the credentials challenge to the Credentials Committee. If a majority of the Credentials Committee voted to revoke the credentials of Maduro’s delegation and to replace them with those of Guaidó’s delegation, then the case would be brought before the General Assembly. A simple majority vote would be required there to affirm the Credential Committee’s recommendation. Neither vote is subject to a veto by the five permanent members of the UN Security Council. This approach would be following the usual order for the consideration of credentials. Second, it would also be possible for the group of Member States to bypass the Credentials Committee entirely and to have the question considered as a separate agenda item of the General Assembly, where it would also require a majority vote, not subject to a veto. While either option is legally available according the longstanding opinion of the UN Legal Counsel, securing a majority vote in the Credentials Committee first could strengthen the legitimacy of the final outcome, but to be clear it is not required for the Member States to take the challenge to the Credentials Committee. Of course, it would not be advisable to make a credentials challenge through either path unless Member States were confident they would prevail in the required votes.

**E. Benefits of Prevailing in a Credentials Challenge**

64. There would be at least three immediate benefits for the new Government of Venezuela if the credentials challenge succeeded. First, the United Nations is the only multilateral institution with the legitimacy conferred by having universal membership of all the countries in the world. As such, speaking as a government’s authorized representative at the United Nations bestows a unique platform that can persuade other states to take action. It would be both a symbolic and highly substantive step towards the restoration of democracy in Venezuela for the new Government to be recognized by the United Nations as the exclusive sovereign power in the country. Such a decision would also undoubtedly have enormous impact on the National Armed Forces, which are, for the moment, keeping Maduro in power. Second, the new Government could immediately make formal representations to the Secretary-General, other organs of the United Nations, and the UN humanitarian agencies. This would enable the Government to rapidly work to secure assistance to address the humanitarian emergency, to ask for support in raising funds through a multilateral fund, and to authorize access for UN agencies to address the needs of the Venezuelan people on the ground. And finally, with the new Government’s recognition by the United Nations, global banks would cut off Maduro’s access to the Government’s assets and income streams and place them under the exclusive control of the new Government.
Appendix – The Practice of the UN Credentials Committee

65. In most cases, accreditation at the United Nations is a formality whereby the General Assembly approves individual delegates to represent UN Member States. According to this procedure, the Head of State or Minister for Foreign Affairs of a Member State submits documentation to the UN Secretary-General stating that the named individuals are entitled to represent that Member State. The documentation is referred to a Credentials Committee appointed by the General Assembly at the beginning of each regular session. Thus, the review of the credentials of Member States is an annual process. The Credentials Committee examines the credentials and determines whether they are complete and have been issued by the proper authority, but it does not generally inquire into the legitimacy of the issuing authority. The Committee then submits a report to the General Assembly recommending either rejection or approval of the credentials. Typically, the General Assembly adopts the Committee’s recommendations without discussion.

66. In making its recommendation to the General Assembly, the Credentials Committee will generally not look beyond the credentials of the nominated representatives of a Member State to consider the legitimacy of the issuing entity. But practice reveals at least two situations in which the Credentials Committee may feel compelled to do so – First, when the Government of a Member State is voted out in a democratic election, but refuses to relinquish power. And second, where two rival delegations originating from the same State, each claiming to be the representative government of the Member State, submit competing credentials. Ultimately, a delegation’s credentials can only be revoked and replaced with those of a new delegation by a resolution of the General Assembly. A Member State may challenge the credentials of the government of another Member State either through the Credentials Committee and then by a vote in the General Assembly or through a separate agenda item in the General Assembly. Alternatively, where rival delegations are each vying to be the representative of a single Member State at the beginning of a General Assembly session, those delegations may submit competing credentials to the Secretary-General, which will then be referred to the Credentials Committee and then on to the General Assembly to consider the Committee’s recommendation.

(a) Credentials Practice 1945-1990

67. In its first 45 years, the UN General Assembly was faced with eight major credentials contests. Each will be briefly reviewed.
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68. **South Africa (1970-1994):** The General Assembly took up the question of racial discrimination in South Africa at its first session in 1946. Over the next quarter-century, both the General Assembly and the Security Council repeatedly urged the Government to abandon the “inhuman and aggressive” racist policies of apartheid and conform to the human rights provisions of the Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. South Africa insisted that the existence of apartheid was a purely domestic issue outside the scope of the UN’s competence. Recognizing that the Government was unrepresentative of the people as a whole, the Credentials Committee rejected the credentials of the South African delegation in 1970. This was interpreted by the President of the General Assembly as not barring it from participating in the work of the Assembly, and from 1970-1972 the General Assembly neither accepted nor rejected the delegation’s credentials but did not interfere with South African participation. In 1973, the General Assembly voted to “reject the credentials of the representatives of South Africa.” This denial of credentials was reaffirmed by the Assembly in 1974. The President of the 1974 session interpreted the rejection of the credentials of the South African delegation as a bar from participation in the work of the Assembly, a ruling confirmed by the General Assembly “leaving open the question of the status of the Republic of South Africa as a member of the United Nations, which . . . is a matter requiring a recommendation from the Security Council.” The Security Council did not expel South Africa from the United Nations. But it did impose an arms embargo in 1977 and went so far as to declare its Constitution “null and void” in 1984. The democratic elections in South Africa in April 1994 normalized South Africa’s relations with the UN, and it was officially welcomed back to the General Assembly in July 1994.

69. **China (1949-71):** In 1949, Communist forces were in control of the Mainland and Nationalist forces controlled the island of Taiwan and certain other islands. The UN was presented with a choice between two governments, each in control of a (far from equal) portion


71. **Congo-Leopoldville (1960):** Congolese President Kasavubu dismissed Prime Minister Lumumba on September 5, 1960. The Parliament convened to vote full powers to the Prime Minister and to declare illegal any competing government. President Kasavubu responded by authorizing the Army Chief of Staff to disperse the Parliament “temporarily.” Upon submitting delegation credentials to the General Assembly, Kasavubu had neither full de facto control nor a constitutionally-ordered government. The Credentials Committee accepted the Kasavubu delegation, ruling that to entertain Lumumba’s constitutional objection would constitute “an intervention in the domestic affairs of the Republic of the Congo . . .”\footnote{1960 Report of the Credentials Committee, ¶ 8, at 10. The General Assembly confirmed this decision (GA Res 1498 (XV), Nov. 22, 1960). See Roth, supra note 178, 268-274.}

72. **Yemen (1962):** On September 26, 1962, a coup d’état was carried out by the armed forces against the monarchy. When the two contestants issued competing credentials, the Committee accepted those of the Republican delegation, a decision ratified by the General Assembly.\footnote{Credentials of Representatives to the Seventeenth Session of the General Assembly, G.A. Res. 1871 (XVII), U.N. Doc. A/5395, Dec. 20, 1962.}

73. **Cambodia (1973-74):** In March 1970 the Cambodian Head of State was ousted by the Prime Minister, General Lon Nol, who established the “Khmer Republic.” In May 1970, Prince Sihanouk announced in Beijing the formation of a government-in-exile, the Royal Government of National Unity of Cambodia. The international community was divided in response to the Cambodian crisis. At its 1973 and 1974 sessions, the General Assembly voted to defer determination of the matter to the following year, concluding that although the Royal Government had established authority over a portion of the territory, the Lon Nol Government
“still has control over a preponderant number of the Cambodian people.”\textsuperscript{184} The status quo was maintained until the Lon Nol government’s resistance ended with the fall of Phnom Penh in April 1975.

74. **Cambodia (1979-90):** In December 1978 the Vietnamese army captured Phnom Penh and installed a new government of Kampuchean Communists. However, the Khmer Rouge maintained a foothold within the national territory along the Thai border, and presented themselves as the Government of Kampuchea in resistance to foreign occupation. International opposition to the Vietnamese invasion was overwhelming. Security Council condemnation was blocked only by the veto.\textsuperscript{185} The General Assembly demanded an “immediate withdrawal” of Vietnamese forces.\textsuperscript{186} The Credentials Committee voted to accept the delegation of the Khmer Rouge above that of the People’s Republic, a decision confirmed by the General Assembly.\textsuperscript{187} The credentials contest was repeated from 1979 until 1991, when the parties reached an accord.\textsuperscript{188}

75. No clear answers emerge from this experience as to the principles to be adopted in evaluating a challenge to the credentials of the nominated representative of a Member State. The Chinese case ultimately supported effective control as the primary determinant of representation. In the cases where effective control was closely contested – Congo-Leopoldville, Yemen, and Cambodia/Khmer Republic – the most significant common denominator appears to have been control of the capital and the state apparatus. The presumption in favor of the established government was indeterminate in the Congo case, was disregarded by half the membership in the first Cambodian case and did not attract significant support in the Yemen case. On the whole, these earlier credentials controversies appear to have been dominated by the traditional criterion of recognition of effective control. But the practice showed that the Credentials Committee retained a discretion to decline to recognize the credentials of a government imposed by force, external or internal, or otherwise demonstrably unrepresentative. It did so whether or not there was a rival government whose credentials could be recognized. Evidently these decisions did not themselves operate to change the internal political situation, but they had significance in marking the international illegitimacy of the questioned regime, and they added to the pressure to remedy the situation, whether by democratic elections or some form of national reconciliation agreement.

\textit{(b) Credentials Practice Since 1990}

76. The 1990s saw an increased willingness on the part of the Credentials Committee to accredit governments not in territorial control. In its decisions regarding Haiti, Sierra Leone, Afghanistan and Cambodia, the Committee was prepared to depart from the default rule of effective territorial control where this could be justified by other factors.

\textsuperscript{186} The Situation in Kampuchea, G.A. Res. 34/22, Nov. 14, 1979.
77. One example is Afghanistan. From 1996-2000 the Credentials Committee affirmatively deferred decisions regarding Afghanistan. This excluded the Taliban from UN representation despite that group’s general control over Afghanistan, and instead accredited the representatives of ousted President Rabbani. This process continued until 2001, when the Interim Authority was appointed for Afghanistan in the aftermath of the U.S.-led invasion, and the Afghan relationship with the UN began to normalize. In its 2001 report, the Committee noted that the Interim Authority was due to take office on December 22, 2001, in accordance with the agreement on provisional arrangements on Afghanistan endorsed by the Security Council in Resolution 1383 (2001). Formal credentials would be submitted on or after that date.

78. Another example concerns the third credentials dispute involving Cambodia. The 1997 dispute arose when credentials were submitted by both Ranariddh’s Royalist Party and Hun Sen’s CCP to represent Cambodia. Ranariddh, supported by the U.S., opposed Hun Sen’s government on the basis of his violent usurpation of power. The Credentials Committee, “having considered the question of the credentials of Cambodia, decided to defer a decision on the credentials of Cambodia on the understanding that, pursuant to the applicable procedures of the Assembly, no one would occupy the seat of that country at the fifty-second session.” The two parties eventually agreed to form a coalition and, in December 1998, the General Assembly accepted the Committee’s recommendation to seat Cambodia’s new coalition government.

79. The case of Haiti in particular demonstrates that effective control is not necessarily the deciding factor in cases where rival governments exist for a single state, especially where one of the rivals was democratically elected. In September 1991, the Haitian military took over the Government of Haiti in a coup led by General Raoul Cedras. The coup ousted President Jean Bertrand Aristide, who had been elected in December 1990. Despite the effective control exercised by the military government, the Credentials Committee did not accept the credentials issued by that government. In July 1994, expressing concern at the deterioration of the humanitarian situation in Haiti and condemning the military regime’s refusal to cooperate with the United Nations, the Security Council acted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter to adopt Resolution 940. The key operative provision authorized:

Member States to form a multinational force under unified command and control and, in this framework, to use all necessary means to facilitate the departure from Haiti of the military leadership . . . the prompt return of the legitimately elected

---

President and the restoration of the legitimate authorities of the Government of Haiti . . . ”\textsuperscript{195}

Following deployment of this force, Aristide was returned to office in October 1994.

80. In the case of \textit{Sierra Leone}, Ahmed Tejan Kabbah was popularly elected to power in 1996. These were the first free, multi-party elections to be held in the country in decades. When the military drove President Kabbah from power less than a year after the elections, it was not so much a revolutionary takeover as a step back to the type of military dictatorship that had previously ruled Sierra Leone. Nevertheless, the people of Sierra Leone rejected the coup, responding with civil disobedience and demanding the restoration of the democratically elected government. The Credentials Committee recognized the credentials issued by the Kabbah government.\textsuperscript{196}

81. To summarize, the Credentials Committee has been willing to approve the credentials of democratically elected governments and groups in restored democracies even in circumstances where they were not in control of the country concerned. It is true that the overwhelming majority of credentials issued by Member States are accepted by the Committee and the General Assembly without question. But where a situation arises from internal or external repression – the Credentials Committee may consider other factors such as the legitimacy of the entity issuing the credentials, the means by which it achieved and retains power, and its human rights record.
